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No More Neck Pain, Eye-Strain, Headaches or TV Glare

FROM HIGH-LEVEL TO EYE-LEVEL

THE PULL-DOWN  TV WALL MOUNT
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 MM750 PROSERIES  Pull Down & Swivel TV Wall Mount  

For the Home Theater Connoisseurs Who Only Want the Finest 
Mantelmount Presents the award-winning MM750, designed for larger heavier TV's. Features 
higher grade steel, 4 automotive gas pistons and a tubular tapered lifting arm for enhanced torsion 
rigidity. Includes post-installation leveling adjustments and "Stop Anywhere Positioning" along the 
downward path of travel.

• 4 Automotive Gas Pistons
 Makes the TV feel feather light and 

provides the smoothest travel motion 
of all our  manual mounts.

• Auto Straightening Technology
 Keeps your TV from touching the wall 

when pushing it back into place.

• Enhanced Stabilization
 Maintains a level TV over time. 

• Enhanced Leveling
 Ability to make precise leveling 

adjustments if TV’s counter balance 
is off center, even  after installation.

• Cable Management 
  Keep TV wires organized.

• Built-In Sound Bar Adapter
 No additional hardware required.

• Safety Braces
 Makes installation safe and easy. 

• Travel Stops
	 Configurable	settings	prevent	TV	from	hitting 

the wall or mantel.

• Heat Sensing Handles
	 	Heat	sensing	handles	turn	red	if	the	fireplace 

gets too hot for your TV.

• Recessable Housing 
	 Can	be	recessed	for	flush‑to‑the‑wall	mounting.

• Horizontal Braces
 For fast, easy mounting into existing wall studs 

whether recessing or surface mounting.
US. Pat. No. 8,864,092 
US. Pat. No. 8,724,037

 MM720 PROSERIES  Pull Down & Swivel TV Wall Mount  

The ALL NEW MantelMount MM720 Pro Series Pull Down TV Mount provides up to 
10-degrees tilt  with practically just one hand. Along with the optional 80-degree enhanced  
swivel, you can adjust the tilt of your television from in front of the mount for the optimal 
viewing angle.  Add on the RB100 Recess Kit for 1.75” flush-to-wall mounting.

 • 2 Automotive Gas pistons
 Makes TV feel feather light

• Paintable Wall Covers
 Conceals the TV mount’s wall hardware

• Heat Sensing Handles
 Handles turn red if the temperature 

reaches 110°F 

• Patented Auto Straightening
 Automatically aligns TV when lifted to it’s 

highest position

• Extended Swivel
 Includes the SRE00 Side Swivel Kit that 

provide 80 degrees in both directions

• Hideaway Handle 
The optional Hideaway Handle allows you 
to hide the pulldown handle for a sleak and 
professional looking installation 

• Patented Enhanced Stabilization 
Maintains a level TV over time

• Travel Stops 
Configurable	settings	prevent	TV 
from hitting the wall or mantel

• Cable Management 
Tabs keep TV wires organized

• Built-In Sound Bar Adapter 
No additional hardware required

US. Pat. No. 8,864,092 
US. Pat. No. 8,724,037

± 80° with Included Adapter
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26° Swivel

 MM860 PROSERIES  Automated Drop Down & Swivel TV Mount
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Motorized, Intelligent, Sophisticated.
Just turn the TV on and watch it automatically lower and swivel 
to your favorite pre-set position. Then sit back and enjoy the 
comfort and clarity of eye-level viewing, while eliminating neck 
pain and annoying glare.

Available Drivers:

• Recessable Housing 
 Can be recessed for 
flush‑to‑the‑wall	mounting.

• Power Sensing Technology
 Detects when the TV is turned on 

& automatically lowers to a favorite 
preset. Provides automation even 
without a control system.

• Heat-Sensing Monitor
 TV automatically retracts when 

unsafe temperature detected.

• Power Loss Recovery 
 Keeps last location in memory.

• Travel Stops 
 Configurable	settings	prevent	TV	

from hitting the wall or mantel.

• Plug and Play Networking 
 Easily	identifiable	on	your	network.

US. Pat. No. 10,738,941
International Patents Pending

 Enhanced Stabilization & 
Improved Quiet Operation

 Two electronic actuators, in 
combination	with	the	newly‑added	
two	heavy‑duty	gas	springs	provide	
enhanced stabilization for larger 
TV’s and heavier sound bars, 
and a more quiet operation than 
its predecessor

• Drop And Swivel
 Simultaneously lowers and 
swivels	in	one	fluid	motion.

• Remote Control
 Control all mount functions 

with an included RF remote.

• Home Automation
 Works with all popular home 

automation control systems.

• 6 Memory Presets
 Memory positions for 

various viewing locations.



• SBXL Sound Bar Adapter
 Two universal sound bar brackets 
compatible	with	most	flat/curved	
screen TVs.

• RB100 Recess Box
	 Provides	flush	TV‑to‑wall	storage	by	

allowing the center arm to fold into the 
wall when TV is in raised position.

 (For use with the MM700)

• SSB40 Single Stud Wall Adapter
 Replaces the wall plate in situations 

where there is a single stud in the center 
of the wall. (For use with the MM700)

• SK50 Surface Install Kit
 Offers a more aesthetically pleasing 

appearance when mounting MM750 or 
MM860 onto a wall instead of in a wall.

 (For use with the MM750 and MM860)

• GS60 Thin TV Gap Spacer
 Supports TVs that are super thin up top, 

while thicker at the bottom and with 
very low mounting holes.

• EC43 Cable Routing Boxes
 Designed to create a hidden reusable 

channel to route signal cables through 
the wall behind your MantelMount.

In fact, family rooms are usually designed with fireplaces as the central focal point. Placing a TV above them is often the only viable 
option. Yet with flat panels affordably pushing over 65 inches and fireplace mantels averaging over 4.5 feet, watching TV can feel 
like sitting in the front row of a movie theater.

Orthopedic surgeons and chiropractors agree that craning your neck into unnatural positions for extended periods can cause 
chronic headaches and neck pain. MantelMount solves all that. Just bring your TV down to eye-level for the comfort and picture 
clarity that only comes from watching TV head-on. So make every seat the best seat in the house with MantelMount! 

MantelMount redefines versatility, making it the ideal solution for Conference Rooms, Media Rooms, Game Rooms, Gyms, Family 
Rooms... or literally anywhere a TV needs to be mounted high on the wall.

 Edward F. 
This TV mount is the best investment I ever 
made. Works very well l couldn’t ask for 
better. I highly recommend this product!

Alex G. 
The MantelMount is my new favorite part of 
the living room. It’s definitely the main talking 
point of the house when we have guests.

Darron M. 
The mount works perfectly and accomplishes 
exactly what I was wanting to do. The mount is 
very sturdy and allows for very easy movement 
up and down. I love it!

Stephanie M. 
Exactly what we were looking for! The only place 
for us to put our TV is above the fireplace but 
we were concerned about viewing angles. The 
MantelMount totally solved our problem and is 
very easy to use!

Rebecca H. 
Only location for my TV in a small room was over 
the fireplace. Installed TV on regular mount. After 
months of neck strain I discovered Mantle Mount. 
Had old mount removed and MM installed. This is 
the best thing ever!

Don't Just Take Our Word For It
At MantelMount we pride ourself on customer satisfaction. Check out our thousands of Five Star Reviews on-line.

Game Rooms Gyms Family RoomsConference Rooms Media Rooms

Eye-Level Viewing for Comfort and Clarity

 Accessories  Enhance Your TV Viewing Experience 

MantelMount, The Pull-Down TV Mount | 2647 Gateway Rd., Suite 105-435 | Carlsbad, CA 92009 
For questions or comments contact us at : Sales@mantelmount.com or call: (800) 897-9755
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